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Abstract. We prove that the orbit closure of the determinant is not normal. A similar result is

obtained for the padded permanent (i.e., the permanent multiplied by a power of a linear form).
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1. Introduction

Let t) be a complex vector space of dimension m and let £ := t) ® u* Endt).
Consider det £ <2 := S (£"*), where det is the function taking determinant of any
X £ End t). Fix a basis {ei,..., of t) and a positive integer « < m and consider
the function p £ 2> defined by p(X) perm(X^), X^ being the component
of X in the right down /ix/i corner, where any element of End t) is represented by a

m x m-matrix X (X j)i<;,y,<m in the basis {e/} and perm denotes the permanent.
The group G GL(E') canonically acts on 2- Let Xdet (resp. Xp) be the G-orbit
closure of det (resp. p) inside 2- Then, Xdet and Xp are closed (affine) subvarieties

of 2 which are stable under the Standard homothety action of C * on 2 • Thus, their
affine coordinate rings C [Xdet] and C [Xp] are nonnegatively graded G-algebras over
the complex numbers C. Clearly, End £ • det C Xdet, where End £ acts on 2 via
(g • #)(X) #(g* • X) for g £ End g £ 2 and X £

For any positive integer let m m(/i) be the smallest positive integer such

that the permanent of any n x n matrix can be realized as a linear projection of the
determinant of a m x m matrix. This is equivalent to saying that p £ End £ • det for
the pair (m,«). Then, Valiant conjectured that the function m(/i) grows faster than

any polynomial in « (cf. [V]).
Similarly, let m m(/i) be the smallest integer such that p £ Xdet (for the pair

(m,/i)). Clearly, m(/i) < Now, Mulmuley-Sohoni strengthened Valiant's
conjecture. They conjectured that, in fact, the function m(/i) grows faster than any
polynomial in « (cf. [MSI], [MS2] and the references therein). They further con-
jectured that if p ^ Xdet, then there exists an irreducible G-module which occurs
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in C[Xp] but does not occur in C[Xdet]- (Of course, if p e Xdet, then C[Xp] is a

G-module quotient of C [Xdet].) This Geometrie Complexity Theory programme ini-
tiated by Mulmuley-Sohoni provides a significant mathematical approach to solving
the Valiant's conjecture (in fact, strengthened version ofValiant's conjecture proposed
by them). In a recent paper, Landsberg-Manivel-Ressayre [LMR] have shown that

m(n) > tz^/2.
It may be remarked that Valiant's above conjecture is equivalent to

(perm„)„>i £ VP„s

This is an algebraic version of Cook's celebrated P 7^ NP conjecture. The conjecture
of Mulmuley-Sohoni is equivalent to (perm„)„>i ^ VPws- For a survey of these

Problems, we refer to the article [BL] by Bürgisser-Landsberg-Manivel-Weyman.
From the experience in representation theory (e.g., the Demazure character for-

mula or the study of funetions on the nilpotent cone), one important property of
varieties which allows one to study the ring of regulär funetions on them is their
nonwßZZfy. But, unfortunately, as we show in the paper, both of the varieties Xdet (for
any m > 3) and Xp (for any m > n + 1 and « > 3) are netf normal (cf. Theorems 3.8
and 8.4). These are the principal results of the paper.

To prove the nonnormality of Xdet > we study the defining equations of the boundary
9Xdet •= Xdet \ X£,t and show that there exists a G'-invariant /<, in C [Xdet] (where
G' := SL(L) and X^ := G • det), which defines 3Xdet set theoretically (but not
scheme theoretically), cf. Corollaries 3.6 and 3.9. In particular, each irreducible

component of 3Xdet is of codimension one in Xdet (cf. Corollary 3.6). To show that
Xdet is not normal, we show that, in fact, the GIT quotient X^ := Xdet// G' is not
normal by analyzing the G'-invariants in C [Xdet]-

Let {ejf,..., be the dual basis of u*. Then, of course, :=^0^*;1<
Z, 7 < m} is a basis of L. Let Si be the subspace of £ spanned by {e;j; m — n + 1 <
Z, 7 < m}, the subspace of L spanned by Si and ^14, and S-*- the complementary
subspace spanned by the set \ {^1,1, Let P be the
maximal parabolic subgroup of G GL(L) which keeps the subspace S-*- of £
stable and let Lp be the Levi subgroup of L defined by Lp GL(aS^) x GL(S).
Let P be the parabolic subgroup of GL(S) which fixes the line spanned by ^14.

The proof of the nonnormality of Xp is more involved. We first show that the
G-module decomposition of C[Xp] is equivalent to the GL(iS)-module decompo-
sition of the ring of the regulär funetions on the GL(S)-orbit closure G of p (cf.
Theorem 5.2). Next, we analyze G in Section 6. In particular, we give its partial
desingularization of the form <© := GL(S) xp ((S* x Xperm)//C*) (cf. Proposi-
tion 6.3 and Lemma 6.2), where Xperm is the GL(Si)-orbit closure of the permanent
funetion perm inside S"(L*), C* acts on S* x Xperm via the equation (21) and the
action of R on (S * x Xperm)//C * is given in Section 6 immediately after Lemma 6.2.

We determine the ring of regulär funetions on <© (as a GL(iS)-module) completely
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(and explicitly) in terms of the ring of regulär functions on Xperm as a GL(Pi)-
module (cf. Theorem 7.5). Via the Zariski's main theorem, this allows one to give
the G-module decomposition of the normalization of Xp completely in terms of the

GL(iSi)-module decomposition of the ring of regulär functions on the normalization
of the GL(iSi)-variety Xperm (use Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.4, Lemma 6.2, Propo-
sition 6.3 and Theorem 7.5). It may be remarked that we are not able to give an

explicit G-module decomposition of C[Xp] itself from that of the GL(aSi)-module
C [Xperm]- By comparing the explicit GL(S)-module decomposition of the ring of
regulär functions C [<£)] mentioned above with the ring of regulär functions on the

GL(P)-orbit closure of p, we conclude that Xp is not normal for any m > n + 1 and

n > 3 (cf. Theorem 8.4). A similar idea allows us to conclude that the orbit closures

of p under the groups P and GL(P) are not normal (cf. Corollaries 8.2 and 8.3).

Notation. We have often abused the notation and denoted the homogeneous vector
bündle on the homogeneous space G/P associated to the P-module MbyM itself.
Hopefully, the distinction will be clear from the context. We denote C\{0} by C*
and the dual of a vector space L by L*. (We hope it will not cause any confusion.)

Acknowledgements. I thank J. Landsberg for bringing my attention to the works of
Mulmuley-Sohoni and his comments to an earlier version of the paper and to K. Mul-
muley for explaining to me some of his works. I thank the referee for some helpful
comments. This work was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS 0901239.

2. Coordinate ring of the orbit closure of det

Take a vector space t) of dimension m > 0 and let P t) (8) t)* End t). Consider
G GL(P) acting canonically on 2 £(P*), and consider det e 2, where det
is the function taking determinant of any A e End t).

Recall the following result due to Frobenius [Fr] (cf., e.g., [GM] for a survey).

2.1 Proposition. PAe Zsctfro/ry Gdet C G consZsfa o/z7n? to<ms/ormoAorrs o/An?/orm
r: T i-> AT*P, wA^re 7* 7 or T* onA A, P £ SL(n). (Ffere T* A^notos tAe

o/T wZtA respect to AosZs <?/^-)

2.2 Lemma. Any r o/Aze/orra r(T) ATP oAove con Ae wnYton os

wAere P* A AnoZ raop ZnAnc^A/rora P. 7n porAcnZo?; sncA o r A<xs AetorraZnon/^ 1.

Tjf r Zs o/Aze/orra r(T) AT*P Zn Az^ oAove proposZAon, Azen

Endt) t) (8) u* -> t) (8) t)*, v (8) / i-> Au (g) P*/, (i)

(2)
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Proo/ Take a basis {e/} of t) and let {e*} be the dual basis of u*. Let A (tf; j) be

the matrix of A in the basis {e/} of t) and similarly i? (&/,_/)• Then,

(ß*e*)^ e* (2^) £
£

Thus, 2?*e? e* Hence, denoting the map (1) by r, we have

,y •— ^z' ® I ^ Ae; ® 5 (^y — ^ ® ^
L/> &,/>

Thus,

where denotes the (A,/?)-th component of r(e/j) in the basis {e^}.
This proves r r.

Let {Ai,..., A^} be the eigenvalues of A and {/xi,..., /x^} the eigenvalues of
iL Then,

m

det r ]~~[ A//Xy ]~~[ (Af det i?) (det (det Z?) 1,

i,i=i /

since det A det i? 1.

To prove (2), in view of the above, we can assume that r(Y) 7*. The proof in
this case is easy.

As a consequence of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we get the following.

2.3 Corollary. We /zave a growp Aomorp/zAm:

SL(t>) x SL(t>)/@« ~ G£,, 0[^,5](u ® /) ® (£"')*/,

w/zere 0^ A growp 0/ m-^/z roofa 0/ wraYy <xctmg on SL(t)) x SL(t)) v/<x

z(A, i?) (zA,zi?), [A, i?] zZenxtfes 0^-orM 0/(A, i?) <xn<Z G^ <Zen0tes

zdenftYy C0ra/?0nen£ 0/Gdet-
in pzxr/xcwZß?; dim(G' • det) (m^ — 1)0 wZzere G' := SL(Zi). M0re0ver,

^ c <4,
Zjf" (2?) A even, ^Zzen Gdet C G'.

Since the isotropy G^ is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup of G'
(as can be easily seen by observing that no proper subspace of £ is stable under

G^), Kempf's theorem [Ke], Corollary 5.1, gives the following result observed in
Theorem 4.6 of [MSI]:
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2.4 Proposition. 77z£ orZnY G' • det Zs cZosed Zn 2-

Let X^ := G • det, Xdet •= «^»det» where the closure is taken inside 2, and let

X^t := G' • det. More generally, let F be an irreducible representation of GL(X) (for
some Ä: > 1) such that the center of GL(X) acts nontrivially on F and let ^ G F be
such that SL(X)-orbit of ^ is closed. Denote X GL(X) • and X' SL(X) •

The following simple lemma is taken from [MS2].

2.5 Lemma. For ony > 0, restfrZcrfon raop

<//: C<*[X] -> C[X']

Zs Zn/ecrfve, wZ^re [X] Zs ^ Zzoraogeneons <i£gr££ <i-/?or£ o/C [X] (Z.£., [X] Zs

o gno/fen^ o/*S^(F*)).
/n porzfcnZor, /or ony <7 > 0, r£.strZcz7on mop

^:C^[Xdet]^C[X^]
Z.s Znjecft've.

Proo/ Take / G C^[X] such that <^(/) 0, i.e., /(x) 0 for all x G X'. Then,
for any z G C and x G X', /(zx) z^/(x) 0, i.e., /(C • X') 0 and hence

/(C • X') 0. But, C • X' X and hence /(X) 0. This proves the lemma.

As a consequence of Proposition 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and the Frobenius reciprocity,
one has the following result from [MS2].

2.6 Corollary. An ZrraincZfeZe G'-modnZe Af occnrs- Zn C [GV G^J C [X^J z/on<7

onZy z/M occnrs Zn C[Xdet]- 7n por/fcnZoz; on ZrraincZfeZe G'-raodnZe Af occnrs Zn

C[Xdet] onZy z/M^et 0.

2.7 Example. Let m 2. Then, G • det is dense in 2 (since they
have the same dimensions by Corollary 2.3). Moreover, 2 has 5 orbits under G of
dimensions: 10, 9, 7, 4, 0.

To show this, observe that there are exactly 5 quadratic forms in 4 variables (up
to the change of a basis): Xj + x| + x| + x|; Xj + x| + x|; Xj + x|; x^; 0. Their
isotropies under the G-action have dimensions: 6, 7, 9, 12, 16 respectively.

3. Non-normality of the orbit closure of det

We first recall the following two elementary lemmas from commutative algebra.
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3.1 Lemma. F Z?£ o Z + -graded oZgefera over dze corapZex nwrafeerg C wZdz dze

degree 0-cora/?onen£ F** C ond Ze£ Mkö Z+-graded F-raodwZe. Le£ m Z?e dze

owgraentadon ZdeoZ ® j>o ^ öwwme dzo£ M/(m • M) Zg o/Zm7e dZraengZomd

Victor gpoce over Z?/m ~ C. 77*en, M Zg o/Zm7eZy generated F-raodwZe.

Proo/ Choose a set of homogeneous generators {xi,..., x„} C M/(m • M) over

F/m and let x; e Mbea homogeneous lift of x;. Let iV C Mbe the graded
F-submodule: Fxi + • • • + Fx^. It is easy to see that

to • (M/N) M/TV. (3)

If M/ZV 7^ 0, let <Ztf > 0 be the smallest degree such that (M/ZV)^ 7^ 0. Clearly,
(3) contradicts this. Hence AT M.

3.2 Lemma. Le£ F ond *S Z?e ftvo non-negodveZy graded/ZmYeZy generated doraoZng

over C gncZz dz<te Z^^ C ond Ze£ /: F -> *S Z?e <2 graded oZgefera Znjec-

dve ZzoraoraorpZzZgra. Aggnrae dz<te dze Zndwced raop / : Spec *S -> Spec F godg/Zeg

(/)~^(tn/?) {mg}, wZzere mg Zg dze ongraentetfZon ZdeoZ o/*S ond Spec £ denoteg
dze gpoce 0/ raoxZraoZ ZdeoZg 0/ *S. TZzen, *S Zg o /ZnZteZy generated F-raodnZe; Zn

pordcnZor, Zf Zg ZntegraZ over F.

Proo/ Let m^ be the ideal in S generated by /(m/?). Then, by assumption, mg is

the only maximal ideal of *S containing m^. Hence, the radical ideal ^m^ mg.
Thus, m^ D m| for some d > 0 (cf. [AM], Corollary 7.16). In particular, S/m^ is

a finite dimensional vector space over C and hence by the above lemma, *S is a finitely
generated F-module. This proves that *S is integral over F (cf. [AM], Proposition 5.1).

Let 3Xdet •= Xdet \ X^ be its boundary, equipped with the closed (reduced)
subvariety structure Coming from 2- Let J C C[Xdet] denote the ideal of 3Xdet-

More generally, as in Lemma 2.5, let L be an irreducible representation of GL(£) (for
some Ä; > 1) such that the center of GL(£) acts nontrivially on L and let 0 7^ e L
be such that SL(£)-orbit of is closed. Denote X^ GL(£) • X GL(£) •

and 3X X \X^, all equipped with the locally-closed (reduced) subvariety structures

Coming from that of L. Let / C C[X] denote the ideal of 3X. With this notation,
we have the following Lemma 3.3, Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6.

3.3 Lemma. Lor ony nonzero GL (Z:)-gnZnnodnZe M C /, dze zero ge£

Z(M) := {j e * : /<j) 0 /oro/Z / e M}

egnoZg 3X.
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Proo/ Of course, Z(Af) D 3X. Moreover, Z(Af) is a GL(A)-stable subset of X. If
Z(Af) properly contains 3X, then Z(Af) X, which is a contradiction since Af is

nonzero.

3.4 Remark. The above lemma is clearly true even without the assumption that

SL(A) • t>o is closed.

3.5 Proposition. TAe ZAe<zZ / C C[Z] confaZns a nonzero SL(A)-Znv<zn<zn£ /n par-
AcwZar, *Ae ZAe<zZ J C C [Xdet] confaZns a nonzero G'-ZmvzrZant

Proo/ Let be the unique integer such that (z/^) • z"^ for all z g C*,
where is the identity matrix in GL(A). Consider the action of C* on L via
z v • v, where

f(wio) —1 if Wo > 0,

1 if < 0.

This gives rise to an action of C* on X. Let Z := Z// SL(A). Then, Z is an
irreducible affine variety with C*-action Coming from the action of C* on Z. Con-
sider the C*-equivariant map er: C -> Z, u; i-> where C* acts on
C via z • u; zu;. Consider the composite map ä 7rocr:C^Z, where
TT: Z —> Z// SL(A) is the canonical projection. By the assumption that SL(A) •

is closed in L, (ä)~*{0} {0}. Moreover, clearly ä is a dominant morphism since

GL(A) • Uo is dense in Z. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, ä is a finite (in particular, surjective)
morphism. Moreover, no SL(A)-orbit 7 in 3Z \ {0} is closed in Z. In fact, for any
such 7,0 g 7:

Let 7' be a closed SL(A)-orbit in 7. If 7' is nonzero, 7' SL(A) • cr(z), for
some z G C*, since ä is surjective. But, SL(A) • cr(z) C Z^, whereas 7' C 3Z.
This is a contradiction. Hence, 0 G 7.

Take any nonzero homogeneous polynomial G C [Z] C [X]^A0 of positive
degree. Then, /<, restricted to 3Z// SL(A) is identically zero, since 3Z// SL(A) ~
{0}. Hence, /<, G /. This proves the proposition.

3.6 Corollary. Lbr any nonzero Aoraogeneows G C[Z]^^ ö/posiAve Aegree,

z^ro ^(/Ö) 9X. /n

V</*> /,

wAere (/o) Zs *Ae ZA^aZ o/C[Z] generateA Ay /^.
Moreovef; eacA ZrraiwcZAZe <?/ 3Z Zs 0/ coAZraensZön one Zn Z. /n

parAcuZßr, eacA ZrraiwcZAZe 0/3 Xdet Zs o/coAZramsZon one Zn Xdet-

Proo/ By the last paragraph of the proof of the above proposition, /oi&y 0. Thus,
the first part of the corollary is a particular case of Lemma 3.3.
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For the second part, observe that /<, does not vanish anywhere on X^ since /<, is

SL(£)-invariant and homogeneous. Moreover, /<, o <7: C C is surjective (being
nonzero) and hence so is /^: X ^ C. Now use [S], Theorem 7 on page 76.

3.7 Remark. The assertion in the above corollary, that each irreducible component
of 3X is of codimension one in X, can also be proved by using Lemma 5.7. (Observe
that GL(£) • is affine by using Matsushima's theorem.)

3.8 Theorem. Fbr any m > 3, Xdet G • det zs norraaZ.

Proo/ Assume that Xdet is normal, then so would be Z Xdet//G'. By Mat-
sushima's theorem, since the isotropy of det is reductive (cf. Corollary 2.3), X^ is

an affine variety. By the Frobenius reciprocity,

~ ® K(ßö) 0 (4)
aeZ

where F(öD) is the irreducible G-module of dimension one with highest weight
corresponding to the partition (a > ••• > a) (m^ factors). Thus, K(öD) is the

one dimensional representation corresponding to the character g i-> (detg)^. By
Lemma 2.2, if m(m — l)/2 is even, [K(flD)*]^ is one dimensional, for all ögZ.
If m(m — l)/2 is odd,

dim[L(aZ))*]^ 1 ifaiseven, (5)

0 if a is odd. (6)

For J eZ|, let [X£J denote the subspace of C [X£J such that, for any z g C*,
the matrix z/ acts via z^. Let /<, g C^"*[X£J^' be a nonzero element, where

1 if m(m — l)/2 is even and 2 if m(m — l)/2 is odd. Then, clearly,

© c#.

Now, C[Xdet]^' C C[X£J^' is a homogeneous subalgebra. Let <7^ > 0 be the

smallest integer such that /<, G C[Xdet]^'- (Such a <7^ exists by Proposi-
tion 3.5.) Since, by assumption, C[Xdet]^' is a normal ring, /<, G C^[Xdet]^'- In
particular, from the surjectivity C[<2] C[Xdet], we would get C^^[<2]^' 7^ 0,
hence S^"*(<2*)^' ^ 0. This contradicts [Ho], Proposition 4.3 (a), if
i.e. if m > 3. Thus, Z (and hence Xdet) is not normal.

3.9 Corollary. Tbr any m > 3, an<7 any nonzero Zzöraogeneows G C[Xdet]*^' <?/

(/ö) A rco/- a ra<7/caZ Zde<zZ o/C [Xdet]-
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Proo/ Let C(Xdet) C(X^) be the function field of Xdet (or X^). As in the

proof of the above theorem, X^ is affine and, of course, normal (in fact, smooth).
Take a function A G C(Xdet) which is integral over C[Xdet]- Since X^ is normal,
A G C[X£J. If A ^ C [Xdet]^ we can write A Ai///" for some ^ > 0 and

Ai G C [Xdet] \ (/<?) (cf. Corollary 3.6 and [S], page 50). From this (and since A

is integral over C[Xdet]) we see that Af g (/<>) for some <Z > 0. If (/<,) were a

radical ideal, we would have Ai g (/<,). This contradicts the choice of Ai. Hence
A G C[Xdet]« Thus, Xdet is normal, contradicting Theorem 3.8. This proves the

corollary.

3.10 Remark. The Saturation property fails for C [Xdet] for zzz 2.

By [GW], page 296, as modules for GL(<Z) (for any <Z > 1),

S(SVC^)) ~ © K(A©
Ef=l Z+ Cö/

where := ei + • • • + 6/ is the z-th fundamental weight of GL(<Z). Observe that,
for zzz 2, since Xdet ö (cf. Example 2.7), we have C [Xdet] SOS^i?)). Thus,
F(2<x>2) appears in S^(S^(i?)), but does not appear in S*(S^(i?)).

4. Isotropy of permanent

Consider the space t) of dimension zzz as in Section 1. Fix a positive integer zz < zzz.

Chooseabasis {ei,..., e^}of t) and consider the subspace t)i of dimension zz spanned

by We identify End t)i with the space of zz x zz-matrices (under
the basis Gn}). Then, the perzzzozzezz^ of an zz x zz-matrix gives rise to
the function perm G S" ((End t)i)*). Consider the Standard action of GL(End t)i) on
iS"((End t)i)*). In particular, GL(Endt)i) acts on perm.

Recall the following from [MM] (cf. also [B]).

4.1 Proposition. Fbr zz > 3, ^Ae zso/ropy o/ perzzz z/zzder ^Ae octzozz o/ ^Ae groz/p
GL(Endt)i) cozzszsts o/TA*? frazz.s/orzzzrzzfozz.s

r: X h> AX*/i,

wA^re X* wl or X* ßzzd A, /x A^Zozzg tAe sz/Agroz/p Z) o/GL(üi) gezzerated Ay
^Ae /zerzzzz/taAozz zzzo/rzc^ tog^Aer wzYA ^Ae dzogozzoZ zzzo/rzc^ o/deterzzzzzzozz^ 1.

Lemma 2.2 and its proof give the following.

4.2 Lemma. TAe deterzzzzzzozz^ o/TAe oAove zzzop r: X i-> AX*/x zs gzvezz Ay

det r (det A)" (det/x)" z/AT*

(detA)"(det/x)" X.
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//Tzzzr/xczzZzzz; z/zz 2/:/or azz oJJ integer ^Zzezz

detr -1 1/ X* X',
1 i/ X* X.

4.3 Corollary. zz > 3. CozzszVZer ^Zze Zz6>zzz<9zzz6>r/?Zzzszzz

fißxD —> (GL(Endüi))perm, y(A,/x)(v ® /) An ® (/X *)*/>

/or t? (g) / Gt)i(g)t)j Endt)i, wZzere (/x *)* dezzotes ^Zze zzzzzp zzzdz/ced Zxy /x
*

ozz

^Zze JzzzzZ 5-pzzce t)*. TTzezz, y zzzdz/ces zzzz ezzzZzeddzzzg ö/grozz/xs-

Moreovez; Imy cözztazzzs ^Zze zVZezz/xTy cozzzpözzezz^ o/(GL(End t)i))pg^.
Ez/r^Zzez; z/ zz 2/: /or zzzz ozZzZ zzzteger ^Zzezz y zs zzzz zsozzzörpZzzszzz ozzte

(SL(End oi))pg^.

Since the isotropy SL(End t)i)perm is not contained in any proper parabolic sub-

group of SL(End t)i), Kempf's theorem [Ke], Corollary 5.1, gives the following result
observed in [MSI], Theorem 4.7:

4.4 Proposition. Ebr zz > 3, SL(End t)i)-orZzzY o/perzzz zzzside S"((End t>i)*) zs

cZosezZ.

TZzz/s, zzzz zrrezZz/czbZe SL(End t)i)-zzz6>JzzZe Af occz/rs- zzz C[GL(Endt)i) • perm] z/
zzzzJ ozzZy 7^ 0 (c/ ^Zzeproo/o/CoroZZzzry 2.6).

By exactly the same proof as that of Theorem 3.8, we get the following:

4.5Theorem. Ebrzz > 3, ^Zze sz/bvarze/y GL(End t)i)-perm C *S"((End t)i)*) zszzxtf

zzorzzzzzZ.

We prove the following lemma for its application in the next section.

4.6 Lemma. C (c/j) e End r»i be sz/cZz r/zxxr

perm(X + C) perm(X) /braZZX G Endt)i.

TTzezz, C 0.

Proo/ Take X with *1,2 • • • 0. Then,

^1,1 0 0 \
xi,ipermX^'^, (7)perm(X) perm

*2,1 *2,2

Vbz,l -^-«,2 ***
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where
/X2,2 ••• X2,«^

: :

By assumption, for any X (x/,y) as above,

perm(X) perm(X + C)

(*i,i + ci,0 perm(X^'^ + + cj,2 perm(X^> + C^)
+ • • • + ci,„ perm(X^ + (8)

Now, X14 divides the left side by (7), hence it must also divide the right side of the
above equation. Thus,

ciJ perm(X^'^ + C<*•'>) 0 (9)
7 1

and (by equations (7)-(9))

perm(X^'^ + C^'^) perm(X^'^).

By induction, this gives
C^> ee 0.

By a similar argument,

c^ 0 for all;.
Substituting this in (9), we get

53^i,y perm 0,

7 1

which gives ci j 0 for all y. Hence,

C 0.

4.7 Remark. As pointed out by the referee, a similar proof shows that the above

lemma is true for any P G ((C^)*) such that its zero set in is a cone.

5. Functions on the orbit closure of p

We m and sec/zons 3 < /z < m.
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Recall the definition of the subspace t)i C t) from Section 4. Let t)^ be the

complementary subspace of t) with basis {ei,..., Cm-«}- Consider the p<2<LZ<?<iper-

function p g 2 (£"*), defined by p(Af) perm(Af^), AP* being

element of £ End t) is represented byamx m-matrix X (*/,y)i</,7,<m in the
basis {c/}.

Let iS be the subspace of £ spanned by and m — « + 1 < 0 7 <
m, and let S-*- be the complementary subspace spanned by the set }i</,y,<m \
{^1,1 > G,y }m—w+i</,y <m (where, as in Section 1, := e; (8) e*). Let P be the

maximal parabolic subgroup of G GL(L) which keeps the subspace S-*- of L
stable. Let Lp be the unipotent radical of P and let Lp be the Levi subgroup of P
defined by Lp GLOS-"-) x GL(S).

The following lemma is easy to verify.

5.1 Lemma. PZzp swfegrowps GL(*S^) and Lp act /Wv/aZZy on p. //pncp, P • p

G xp (P-p) G xp (GL(S)-p) -» Xp, [g,x] ^g-x,
for g g G and x G P • p. Consider the decomposition into irreducible components
(for any d > 0)

C*[GL(S).p] ® «a(«0^gl(S)(A)* (forsome/iA(J)GZ+), (10)

where C^[GL(S) • p] denotes the space of homogeneous degree J-functions with

respect to the embedding GL(S) • p C ß, Z)(GL(S)) denotes the set of dominant
characters for the group GL(S) (with respect to its Standard diagonal subgroup)
consisting of A (Ai > • • • > A^+i) with A; G Z, and Pgl(S)M is the irreducible
GL(iS)-module with highest weight A.

Lor a certain generalization of the following theorem, see Proposition 6.3.2 of
[BL],

5.2 Theorem. Por any A G Z)(GL(iS)) and d > 0 sncZz dza£ /u(d) > 0.

Ai < 0.

the component of Af in the right down n x« corner

GL(S) • p.

Since G/P is a projective variety,

Xp := G • (L • p) G • p C ß.

Thus, we have a proper surjective morphism

AgD(GL(,S))
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<^py= © «a(<O^G(A)*,
AeD(GLOS))

wAere A := (0 > • • • > 0 > Ai > • • • > A^+j) G G(G) (wZ^A ZmYZaZ — 1

FwTtAe?; ^Ae G-egwZvarZan^ raörpAZsra 0 Zndwces an ZsöraörpAZsra o/G-moJw/^^:

0*:C[Xp]^C[G xp (F^p)].

Proo/ Observe that, by Lemma 5.1, C^[GL(P) • p] is a P-module quotient of
C^[G • p] with Gp and GL(P^) acting trivially on C^[GL(P) • p]. Thus, as P-
modules,

C[GL(5)-p]* ~ © «A(rf)KGL(S)(A)<^C[Xp]*.
Agdcglcä»

Take a nonzero 2?GL(S)-eigenvector of weight A in [GL(S) • p]*, where Pgl(S) is

the Standard Borel subgroup of GL(P) consisting of upper triangulär matrices. Then,
its image in [Xp]* is a P-eigenvector of weight A, where P is the Standard Borel

subgroup ofG. In particular, for any A G D(GL(S)) such that /u(p0 > 0, A G D(G)
(since C^[Xp]* is a G-module). Hence, Ai < 0 and ®agz>(gl(^)) ^a(^) I^gW C

C^[Xp]*. Dualizing, we get the G-module surjection:

© n^vedr- (ii)
Agdcglcä»

From the surjection 0, we obtain the G-module injective map:

0* : Cpg Jf®(G/P,C^[GL(5) • p])

© «A(rf)^°(G/P,KGL(S)(A)0.
AeD(GL(S))

where Gp and GL(P-*-) act trivially on Lgl(s) W*
~ © «a(OKg(A)*,

AgD(GL(S))

where the last isomorphism follows from [Kul], Lemma 8. Combining the injection
0* with (11), we get that 0* is an isomorphism, proving the theorem.

5.3 Proposition. TAe Zsctfro/zy o/p zmder ^Ae growp P Zs ^Ae as ^Aotf zmder ^Ae

growp G.
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Proo/ First of all G/P IT/, G^ P/P, where G^ is the opposite of the unipotent
radical Gp of P and is the set of all the smallest coset representatives of JF/ JF/>,

IL (resp. ftp) being the Weyl group of G (resp. P). (This follows since the right
side is an open subset of G/P which is P-stable and contains all the P-fixed points
of G/P.)

Take u; G IF/>, w G G^~, r g GL(S) such that irwr • p p. Then,

p(r-*ir*uT*.Y) pOO for any X *1 + X2 e £ © 5. (12)

In particular, for X WX2, we get

p(r-i«-i*2) P(^Z2). (13)

We have X2, thus

p(r"^-^2) P(r"**2). (14)

Now, well-order a basis of S as i>i, i>2,..., (0? + 1) and also a basis

v</+i,..., 1^2 of S"*". Then, u; can be represented as the permutation i 1-^ with

«!<•••< «</,«</+! < ••• < n^2.

For Z2 Ef=i e 5,

p(wX2) p(^Z,-V„,) P^^ZjU„,.), (15)
/ 1 z'<z'o

where 1 < /<, < d is the maximum integer such that In particular, p(u/X2)
only depends upon the variables zi,..., Thus, by the identities (13)—(15),

p('-"' p(y] Z,u„.) for any r, e C,
/ 1 Z<Z'o

which gives

p(>*~* y^ZjUi) P^r~^y^z/U/ + fyuy)) for any e C.
/' 1 /' 1 z/>7>io

Thus,

p(^z,-Ui) p(X^^' X V;)-
/' 1 z 1 z/>y>io

Applying Lemma 4.6, it is easy to see that ^7^7 ~ 0 (for ^ny ^7 ^ ^)-
Thus, G i.e., u; 1.
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Taking X X2 G in (12), we get (since u; 1) p(r~*X2) p(X2), which
is equivalent to p(r~*X) p(X) for all X G L. Thus, r is in the isotropy of p and
hence w is in the isotropy of p, i.e., p(w~*X) p(X) for all X Xi + X2 G L.
This gives p(Xi + X2 + X2) P(^i + ^2)» where I2 •= w~*Xi — Xi G *S. Hence,
p(X2 + X2) P(X2) for all X2 G iS and any 72 of the form w~*Xi — Xi, for some

Xi G Applying Lemma 4.6 again, we see that 72 0, hence W| Id. Thus,

w 1. This proves the proposition since Lp and GL(S^) stabilize p.

5.4 Corollary. PAe restncrfön 0^ o/tAe map 0 G xp (P • p) w a A/regwZar Ao-
raorpAAra onto G • p.

MoreoveT; 0~*(G • p) G xp (P • p).

Proo/ Of course, 0^ is surjective. We next claim that 0^ is injective. Take 0^ [g, p]

0o[£i,p], i-e-, £ • P gl • P, which is equivalent to (g]~V) * P P» i-e., e
Gp Pp, by Proposition 5.3. Thus, g)~*g r for some r g Pp C P. Hence,

[X P] [g"i> PL proving that 0^ is bijective. Since Gxp (P • p) and G • p are both
smooth, is an isomorphism (cf. [Ku2], Theorem A. 11).

To prove that 0~* (G • p) G xp (P • p), take [g, y] g G xp (P • p) such that

0[g, j] G G • p, i.e., g • y A • p for some A g G. This gives y g G • p D P • p.

But, P • p is closed in G • p by the first part of the corollary and hence y G P • p,

establishing the claim.

LetiSi bethe subspaceof iS spannedby e,j, m — « + 1 < Z,y < m. Considerthe
maximal parabolic subgroup P of GL(S) Aut *S, consisting of those g G Aut
which stabilize the line C e 14. Then, Lp : Aut (C e 14) x Aut *Si is a Levi subgroup
of P. Let Lp be the unipotent radical of P and L^~ the opposite unipotent radical.

5.5 Proposition. PAe Aötro/zy 0/ p zmder ^Ae growp GL(*S) A ^Ae sarae as ^Ae Actfro/zy

o/TAe Lev/ swAgrowp Lp.

Proo/ In the proof, we let Z, y run over m — n + 1 < Z, y <ra. Any element w g Lp
is given by wei,i ^1,1, w e;j e;j + tfy,y£i,i, for some g C. Similarly, L^
consistsofw" such that w~e/,y G,y andw~ei,i ^14 + J]G,yG,y- Any element
of GL(iS) can be written as wrLwg (for some g G Lp,w G Lp, G L^ and u;

either the identity element or a 2-cycle ((1,1), (7, y))). Take any X +
Z]^,yG,y ^ By X^ we mean ^/,yG,y andby (X)i,i wemeaniij.

((u;w~wg)~* *p)(X) p(w;M~MgX)

((ujM~MgX)i^i)^ " perm((u;w~wg X)^).

So, if (u;w~wg)~i G (GL(iS))p, then

((u;w wg) *
• p)(X) p(X) " perm(X^) for all X G *S.
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Since no linear form divides perm, we get

(ww~wgX)i,i for some constant a / 0 G C, (16)

and

/3 perm(X^) perm((u;w~wg X)^) for some constant /3 7^ 0 G C

perm((wM~Mg(Xsj) + xi,iu>w~wg ei,i)si). (17)

Since the left hand side of (17) is independent of we get

perm((u>w~wgX)sj) perm((u>w~wg X)$i + (ai,iu>w~wg <?i,i)sj),

for all X G iS and aq,i g C.
Since G Aut S, as X varies over S, (u;w~wg varies over all of Si.

Thus, by Lemma 4.6,

(u)M~Mgei,i)5j 0. (18)

Now,

w~wgei,i w~(A ^14) for some A 7^ 0

+ ^^<7,yG,y)- (19)

Thus, if u; is the 2-cycle ((1,1), (^, y^)) for some m — /? + 1 < ^, y^ < m, then

u;M~Mgei,i A(e,-„j„ + c/,ye/j + c/„,y„ei,i).
0', 7')T^0O, 7o)

In particular, (ww~wg £i,i)sy 7^ 9, acontradictionto theidentity (18). Thus, u; 1.

By the equations (18)- (19), we get

c/j 0 for all i, y.

Thus, 1.

By equation (16), we get

"1,1 (u>W~WgX)l,l («fl)l,l (wg(Xsj +Xi,ifi,i))j J.

In particular, (wg X^)i,i 0. Since g maps Si onto Si, we get

(w G,y)i,i =0 for all m — « + 1 < i, y < m.

Hence, a;j 0. Thus, w 1 as well. This proves the proposition.

5.6 Corollary. 3 < « < m. TTzen, eac/z zVredwcz&Ze 0/

GL(5)-p\(GL(5).p)

A o/cod/rams/on 1 zn GL(*S) • p.
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Proo/ By the last proposition, the isotropy of p inside GL(S) is the same as that
of the isotropy of p inside L/?. For any A G C*, take G Aut(Cei,i) defined by
£1,1 •-> A ^i,i. Then, for any g g Aut Si and X xi,iei,i + Xi with Xi G Si, we
have

(fa, £) • p)00 p(A~'xi,iei,i +
perm(g"^i). (20)

Thus, (r^, g) G (L/?)p if and only if (A g G (Aut *Si)perm for some fl-th root
A« of A. Considering the projection to the first factor (L/?)p -> Aut(Cei,i) C*
and using Corollary 4.3, it is easy to see that (L/?)p (GL(S))p is reductive. Thus,

GL(iS) • p is an affine variety. Of course, GL(S) • p is an affine variety. Moreover,
0 e (GL(5)-p)\(GL(5).p) by (20). Thus, (GL(5)-p)\(GL(5)-p) isnonempty and
each of its irreducible components is of codimension 1 in GL(S) • p by the following
lemma.

We recall the following well-known result from algebraic geometry. For the lack
of reference, we include a proof.

5.7 Lemma. LefX an/rredwc/We varA/yandZ^X^ C X an apen narraaZ

snZ?van£/y. 77zen, eac/z zVredwcz&Ze 0/ X \ X^ A ö/cöd/mensic>n 1

Zn X.

Proo/ Let TT : X —> X be the normalization of X. Then, X^ being normal and open
subvariety of X, tt : tt"* (X^) -> X^ is an isomorphism. We identify tt"* (X^) with
X^ under tt. Decompose X \ X^ Ci U C2, where Ci (resp. C2) is the union of
codimension 1 (resp. > 2) irreducible components of X \ X^. Then, by Hartog's
theorem, the inclusion Z: X^ C X \ Ci induces an isomorphism Z*: C[X \ Ci] ~
C [X^] of the rings of regulär functions. Let / be the inverse of Z*. Then, X^ being
affine, there exists a morphism y : X \ Ci -> X^ such that the induced map y

* /
and y'i^o Id (cf. [H], Proposition 3.5, Chapter I). Since the composite morphism
Z o y ; X \ Ci -> X \ Ci restricts to the identity map on X^ and X^ is dense in
X \ Ci, Z o y Id. In particular, Z is surjective, i.e., X^ X \ Ci. Thus,

X \ X" 7r(X \ X") 7T(CI).

But, since tt is a finite morphism, tt(Ci) is closed in X and, moreover, all the
irreducible components of tt(Ci) are of codimension 1 in X.

As another corollary of Proposition 5.5 (together with Corollary 4.3, Lemma 5.1,

Proposition 5.3 and identity (20)), we get the following well-known result.

5.8 Corollary. Fbr 3 < n < m, dim Xp m^(n^ + 1) — 2« + 1.
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6. A partial desingularization of GL(£) • p

By virtue of the results in the last section (specifically Theorem 5.2), study of the
G-module C [Xp] reduces to that of the GL(S)-module C [GL(S) • p].

6.1 Definition. Dehne the morphism

£: GL(S) x« (/Ttf -* GL(S) • p, [g, /] ^ g • /,

for g g GL(S), / G Z? • p, where the closure Z? • p is taken inside S"*(Z?*).
Since GL(S)/Z? is a projective variety, /3 is a proper and surjective morphism.

6.2 Lemma. 77*e resZncrfon o/jß to GL(*S) x^ (ZG p) A a Z?/regwZ<zr AoraorpZiAra
onto GL(aS) • p. Moreowr, tAe zm<zge /3~* (GL(*S) • p) ^gwßZs GL(*S) xj? (Ä-p).

Proo/ By Proposition 5.5, the isotropy of p inside GL(S) is the same as that in
Z?. From this the injectivity of follows easily. Since jß^ is a bijective morphism
between smooth varieties, it is a biregular isomorphism.

Take [g, /] g jß~*(GL(S) • p). Then, / G (GL(S) • p) H ZG p. But, since is

an isomorphism, Z? • p is closed in GL(S) • p. Thus, (GL(S) • p) D Z? • p Z? • p. This

proves the second part of the lemma.

As in Section 4, consider perm G S"(S*), where Si is viewed as End r»i and r»i
is equipped with the basis Moreover, the decomposition Z?

S-*- 0 C^i,i 0 Si gives rise to the projection Z? -> Si and, in turn, an embedding
S"(S*) ^ S"(Z?*). Thus, we can think of perm G S"(Z?*). Let

Xp^:=(Aut50-permc5"(£*),
where Aut *Si is to be thought of as the subgroup of G by extending any automorphism
of Si to that of Z? by defining it to be the identity map onS^0C^i,i. Let Xperm be
the closure of X^m in S"(Z?*).

Consider the Standard (dual) action of GL(S) Aut on S*. In particular, we
getan action of Z? on S*. Also, itiseasyto seethatC//? andAut(Cen) act trivially on

Xperm fand hence on Xperm) under the Standard action of G on S" (Z?*). In particular,
Xperm is a ZGstable closed subset of S"*(Z?*) (under the Standard action of Z?).

Consider the morphism

ä: S*xXpe^ Ö, (A, /) i->-

for A G iS* and / g Xperm, where A g £* is the image of A under the inclusion
S* ^ Zi * induced from the projection £ -> S. Then, ä is ZGequivariant under the

diagonal action of Z? on S* x Xperm- Dehne an action of C* on S* x Xperm via

z(A,/) (zA,z"-"'/). (21)
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This action commutes with the action of ZL Then, ä clearly factors through the

C*-orbits, and hence we get an Z?-equivariant morphism

«: (5* x Xpe)//<C* -> ß.

6.3 Proposition. TAe aAove raorpAZsra a Zs ayZmte raorpAZsra wZtA Zm<zge precZse/y

^gwßZ Z? • p.

Moreovef; a~*(Z? • p) ((S*\S*) x Xpg^)//C* an<Z map tfAfaZned/rom
tAe resZnc/zon ö/a to ((S*\S*) x *p%n)//C* Zs ß AZregw/ar ZsoratfrpAZsra

«»:((SViV^jr^Ä-p,
wAere S* Zs ^AtfwgA/to/as a swAspace O/aS* vZ<z tA^ pro/ectZcw *S Cei,i © Si -> Si.

Zn parAcw/ar, of Zs ß proper an<Z AZra/ZomzZ raorpAZsra onto Z? • p.

ZVoo/ Consider the C *-equivariant closed embedding

x Xperm -+ £* X S"(£*),

where C* acts on the right side by the same formula as (21). This gives rise to the
closed embedding

t: (S* X Xperm)//C* (£* X S" (£*))//*.
We next claim that the morphism

V: (£* x S"(£*))//C" -> ß S""(£*),

induced from the map (Ä, /) i-> for Ä e £* and / e S"(Z?*), is a finite
morphism. Dehne a new C* action on i?* x S"(Z?*) by

f o (Ä,/) (fX,f/) for f e C*.

This C*-action commutes with the C*-action given by (21). Thus, we get a C*-
action (still denoted by O) on (£* x 5" (£"*))//C*. Also, define a new C*-action
on S""(£*)by

t0/ i"-"+7 fort e C* and/ e S""(£*).

Then, t/t is C*-equivariant. Moreover, ^"*(0) (0 x S"(Z?*) U £* x 0)//C*
{0}. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 (applied to the map ^ considered as a map: (Z?* x
S"(Z?*))//C* -> Iim/0, V is a hnite morphism.

Since a; ^ o ^ we get that a is a hnite morphism.
We next calculate (p). Let [A, /] e (p), where [A, /] denotes the image

of (A, /) in (5* X Xpem0//C*. Then,

Ä-" / p Ä~" Perm, (22)
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where A^ e S* is defined by A^ze^i + Xi) z for any z e C and Xi G *Si.

Since Ä does not divide perm, from (22) we get

A aAtf and / perm for some a G C*,

which gives

[A,/] [Ao, perm].

Thus, ci£~*(p) is a singleton and hence so is a~*(r • p) for any r G (by the /?-

equivariance of a). In particular,

ar~*(i? • p) i? • [Ao, perm]

(Aut(Cei,i) 1/r Aut(Si)) • [A^,perm]

(Aut(Cfi,i) Gr) • [Ao, XperJ, since Aut(Si) • Ao Ao

[(Aut(C<?i,i) Gr) • Ao, -Aiperm]' since Aut(Cei,i) and

1/r act trivially on

[5vr.^]
((5*\5D X X£J//<C*.

Observe that all the C*-orbits in (S*\S*) x X[Gm are closed in 5* x Xperm and

hence ((5*\5j*) x X^)//C* ((5*\5f) x X^)/C* can be thought of as

an open subset of (S* x Xperm)//C*. This proves that is a bijective morphism
between smooth irreducible varieties and hence it is a biregular isomorphism (cf.
[Ku2], Theorem A. 11).

Finally, since a is a finite morphism (in particular, a proper morphism), Im a is

closedin andcontains 7?-p. Thus, Ima D 7?-p. But, since ((5*\5'i*)xXpg^)//C*
is dense in S* x Xperm//C*, we get Im a C • p and hence Im a Ä • p.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

6.4 Remark. Even though we do not need, the above map a is a bijection onto its

image.

Combining Lemma 6.2 with Proposition 6.3, we get the following:

6.5 Corollary. We /zave

C[GL(5) -p] C[GL(S) xr (7Gp)] ~ tf®(GL(S)//^C[JTp])

-A /7"(GL(5)//?,C[5* X Xperm]^*).
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7. Determination of //^(GL(S')//?, [£* x Xperm]^*)

We continue to follow the notation from the last section. In particular, 3 < /z < m.
For any > 0, we have the canonical inclusion:

y : °(GL(S)/Ä, (C[S*] 0 C^pCpe]f*)
®(GL(S)/Ä, (C[5*\5H 0 C^[Xpenn])^*)'

where [Xperm] denotes the space of degree J-homogeneous functions on Xperm C

S"(£"*). Thus, [Xperm] is a quotient of In this section, we will
determine the image of y.

For any i^-module Af, //^(GL(iS)/^, Af) can canonically be identified with the

space of regulär maps

{0: GL(S) -> M : 0(fr) r~* • (0(0), for all f GL(5), r e /?}.

Thus, by the Peter-Weyl theorem and the Tannaka-Krem duality (cf. Chapter III in
[BD])

J7°(GL(S)//?,M)

^ © DGL(s)(A)*®HomÄ(DGL(s)(A)*,M). (23)

A (Ai>->A„2 + i)6D(GL(5»

We will apply this to the cases Af (C[S*](g)C^[Xperni])^* andM (C[S*\S*](g)
C^[Xperm])^*-

7.1 Lemma. any A (Ai > • • • > A^+j) E Z)(GL(*S)) and any d > 0. TTzen,

dze canan/caZ mcZwsion

Hom«(DGL(5)(A)*, (C[S*] 0 *)

H0IT1Ä(DGL(S)(A)*, (C[5*\5*] 0 C*[Xpemi])H

zs an ZsaraarpZn'sra z/Ai <0.
Mareavez; Z/Ai > 0, dz<?n dze Ze/Z s/de Zs 0.

Proo/ Take 0 e Hom/i(>Ws,(A)*. (<C[S*\S*] 0 C^Xpenn])^)- Let v* e

^gl(5) W* the lowest weight vector of weight —A. Then, 0 is completely de-

termined by its value on Let

01 :=0K): (SV0 X Xperm - C

be the corresponding map. For z e C*, take the diagonal matrix z [z, 1,..., 1] E

GL(iS) with respectto thebasis {ei,i, ^,y}m-w+i</,y<m- Then, 0(zi?p z-0(i>p,
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i.e., e~^(z)0i z • 0i. This gives z~^0i z • 0i, i.e.,

Z~^0i((zi,i,Z;j),x) 0i(z~'((zi,i,Z,j),x))
0i((zzi,i,z,j),x), (24)

where {zi,i,z/j} are the coordinates on S* with respect to the basis {ei,i, e/j} of
5. Write

'

0l((zi,l,Z;j)'*) Z4l
£eZ

for some Z^(z;j, x) G C[S*] (8) C^[Xperm]. Equation (24) gives

^Vzf iPf(z,-J,x)
£eZ £eZ

forallzi,i,z G C*,z/j G C andx G Xperm- Foranyf! g Z suchthat Z^(z;j, x) 7^ 0

(forsomez/^- g C andsomex g Xperm),fromtheaboveequation, wegetz"^ z^.

In particular,

01 ((Zl.l.Zi,;•)>*)

Thus, ifnonzero, 0i: 0S*\S*)x Xperm C extendstoamorphismiS^x Xperm C

iff —Ai >0. This proves the lemma.

As a corollary of the above lemma and the identity (23), we get the following.

7.2 Proposition. Zw any <Z > 0, Z^

®(GL(S)/Ä, (<C[S"Vf] ® C^[Xpen.D^*)

wa(0) VQL(S)W*-

A=(Ai>->A„2 + i)e/>(GL(5'))

TZzen,

i/®(GL(S)/Ä, (C[S*] ® C^[Xpen»]f *)

a(WGL(S)(A)*.
4=(A i>-> A^2_|_i>sD(GL(5)):AI<0

Dehne a new action of Z? on Xperm by

r0* jt(r)"""r-*, (25)

where /: Z? -> C* is the character dehned by /(r) (rei,1)1,1, where (X)i,i is

dehned in the proof of Proposition 5.5.
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7.3 Lemma, For ony > 0, Zs o conomcoZ ZsoraorpZzZsra o/GL(*S)-rao<iwZ£s:

^°(GL(5)/Ä,(C[5*\5r] 0 C*[Xperm]F) - #®(GL(S)/Lä, C<* [Xperm]*),

wZ^re C^[Xperm]^ Zs ^ sorae spoce os [Xperm] L^-moJwZ^ s/rwc/Pre on
C^[Xperm]^ *£ Zn<F/C£<i/rora ^ OCtZon Oo/i? (Zft por/fcwZo?; L/?) Oft Xperm-

Froo/ From the fibration F/L/? -> GL(S)/L/? -> GL(S)/F, we get

tf°(GL(S)/L*,C^[XpermF) - i/°(GL(S)/Ä, C [Ä/L*] 0 (C [Xperm]*)).

So, it suffices to define an F-module isomorphism

y: (C[S*\Si*] 0 C[Xperm]F -* <C[Ä/L*] 0 (C'[Xperm]*).

First, define a morphism yi: F/L/? —> S*\S* by (yi(rL/?))(X) /(r)(r~*X)i,i,
for r G i? and X g *S. Then, yi satisfies:

yi(rVL/?) /(r')r' • yi(rL/?) for any r, r' g F. (26)

Now, define the morphism

Kl : Ä/L* x (Xperm» O) "* ((^VD X Xperm)//G*» (/£*,*) h> [yi(rL*),*],
where (Xperm, O) denotes the variety Xperm together with the action © of iL From
(26), it is easy to see that yi is an F-equivariant morphism. Moreover, it is a biregular
isomorphism. (Observe that all the C*-orbits in (S*\S*) x Xperm are closed and

hence ((S * \S *) x Xperm)//C * is the same as the orbit space ((S * \S *) x Xperm)/C *.)
Now, y is nothing but the induced map from yi.

Now, we determine //^(GL(aS)/L^, C^[Xperm]*)-

7.4 Lemma. For ony J > 0,

^®(GL(5)/LÄ, C'[Xperm]*)

© ^GL(S) W ® Homz,^ (Vql(5) (X), C [^perm]*)-

A=(Ai>->A„2 + i)6£»(GL(5))

(27)

FZzws, /or ony A (Ai > A2 > • •• > ^2+1) £ Z)(GL(*S)), Fgl(S)W <xpp£<x^ Zn

(GL(aS)/L/2, C^ [Xperm]Z/ondonZy z/VZzp/bZZowZng ftvo condZ/zonsore

(1) |A| (Zm, wZ^re |A| := on<i

(2) ^Zz^r^ emfa /x (/xi > • • • > /x„2) swcZz ^Zzo£ /x ZnterZoces A, Z.£.,

Ai > Mi > A2 > Kt2 > ••• > A„2 > /x„2 > A„2+i,

ond ^ GL(iSi)-Zrr^<iwcZZ?Z^ raodwZe Fgl(Si)(/x) opp^ors Zn [Xperm]-
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Proo/ The isomorphism (27) of course follows from the Peter-Weyl theorem and

the Tannaka-Krem duality.
For z g C*, let z be the diagonal matrix [1, z,..., z] g Aut C Aut and z

the diagonal matrix [z, 1,..., 1] G Aut(CC Aut S. Then, zz acts on Xperm via

(zz) O x z"~^(z • x) z~x. (28)

By the branching law for the pair (GL(S), GL(Si)) (cf. [GW], Theorem 8.1.1), we
get, for any A G Z)(GL(S)),

^gl(S)W ~ ® ^gl(Si)(m), asGL(5i)-modules. (29)
AteZ>(GL(Si)):

/x interlaces A

Now, since GL(Si) and zz generate the group L/?, combining the equations (27)-
(29), we get the second part of the lemma. (Observe that the two actions • and © of
GL(iSi) on Xperm coincide.)

Combining Proposition 7.2 with the Lemmas 7.3-7.4 and the identities (28)-(29),
we get the following:

7.5 Theorem. Fbr any > 0,

[Xperm] — ©/ie£>(GL(Si)) ^GL(Si)(m)

as GL(iSi)-m6>JwZ^^. TTzen, as GL(*S)-ra<9<iwZ£s,

®(GL(S)/Ä, (C[S*] © C^[Xperm]f*)

— ® (5ZM (Mi > •"> > 0) ?/i(^)) ^GL(S) W-
A (Ai > • • • > A„2 + I >0) mter/aces A

| A |

7n par/ZcwZar, FGL(S)M tfccwrs Zn (GL(£)//?, (C[S*] (8) [Xperm])^*)
onZy Zf^/oZZowZng Ovo condZ/zons ore .soz7s;/z£<7:

(1) A (Ai > • • • > A„2_pi > 0) arnZ |A| Jm, arnZ

(2) ^Zzere exZats o /x (/xi > • • • > /x„2 > 0) wZzZcZz ZnterZocea A ond awcZz ^Zzotf

ZrraiwcZfeZe GL(*Si)-rao<iwZ£ Lgl(Si)(/^) Zn [Xperm]-

(OZ?a£?w ^Zzotf Zf Pgl(Si)(/L) Zn [Xperm], ßwforao/fcoZZy |/x|
<2/26? /x„2 > 0, sZftC£ [Xperm] *5 <2 GL(*Si)-mO<iwZ£ o/iS^ (*S"(£)).)

7.6 Remark. Since

(C[S*] © C^[Xperm]f
* ~ © C^Xperm],
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and is a GL(iS)-module, we also get (using [Kul], Lemma 8)

®(GL(S)/Ä, (C[S*] 0
~ 0 7/0(GL(5)//?,C^[Xperm])

- ® ^(rf)5^-"^(5)0KGL(S)Ga),

where /x := (/xi > • • • > /x„2 > 0) g Z)(GL(S)).

8. Nonnormality of the orbit closures of p

It is easy to see that the morphism a of Section 6 induces an injective map (for any
J > 0)

a*: C*[/Tri (C[S*] 0 C*[Xperm])^ 0 C^[Xpen.].

8.1 Proposition. Fbr any m > 2«, /nc/ws/on

//®(GL(5)/Ä,C^[F^]) ^ tf®(GL(S)/Ä,(C[S*] 0C^[Xpenn])^*)'

ZncZwsion a*, Zs nxtf an <i 1.

Proo/ Of course, C * [Z? • p] is a i^-module quotient ofS (i?); in fact, it is a i^-module
quotient of Let be the kernel

0 -> Ä- -> 5(5) -> C*[iTp] -> 0. (31)

We first determine the linear span (i? • p) of the image of Z? • p inside S""(S*).
For w g £/r,z G C* and g G GL(Si) (where G Aut(Cei,i) ^ defined by
G(^i,i) ^1,1),

((gMTz)"' * P)(*1,1«U + L
m—w + l<i,y <m

p((zxi,i +

(where we,j j + a,jr>i,i)

(z*i,i +

For any vector space L, the span of u g L} inside coincides with
Furthermore, since S"(S*) is an irreducible GL(Si)-module, the span of

{g~i-perm}geGL(Si) isequalto S"(S*). HerewehaveidentifiedAS"(iSj*) ^ S"(S*)
via the projection S —> Si, eiq i-> 0.
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Thus,

(iTp)
AJT"s"(sr) © A?-"-is"+*(sD

® •••© A® S""(Si*),

where e S* is defined in the proof of Proposition 6.3. Thus,

AT ~ 0 ••• 0 ^i5°(5i).
None of the weights of Ä' are GL(S}-antidominant with respect to the basis

{^1,1 > G,y }ra—w + l<i,y <ra of *S if

m — /? + 1 > « — 1, i.e., if m > 2« — 2.

Hence,
i/®(GL(S)//?, AT) 0 if m > 2« — 2. (32)

Also,
i/'(GL(S)/Ä,Ä:) 0 ifm> 2/1-1. (33)

To prove this, it suffices to show that, for any weight /x of and any simple reflection
for GL(iS), £/(—/x + p) — p is not dominant, i.e., s;/x + 07 is not antidominant.

Writing /x (/xi,..., /x„2+i), we have

/xi > /xy + 1 for all 7 > 2 (since m > 2« — 1).

Thus, if i > 1,

(.Sj/i + a,)i AH > (iiAt + a/)2-

Hence, £j/x + of/ is not antidominant for i > 1. For i 1, we get

(vi/x + ai)2 AH - 1 > (HM + «1)3 AH-

Combining (32)-(33), we get

tf®(GL(S)//?,JO tf*(GL(S)//?,*0 0 for allm > 2«. (34)

Considering the long exact cohomology sequence, corresponding to the coefficient

sequence (31), we get for all m > 2« (by using (34)),

^®(GL(5)//?,C'[Ä^p]) ~ ^°(GL(5)/Ä,5'"(5)) 5(5). (35)

In particular, 7/®(GL(S)/i?, C*[i? • p]) is an irreducible GL(S)-module.
Next, we determine Af := 7/®(GL(S)/i?, (C[S*] (8)C^[Xperm])^*). (Infact, for

the following determination of Af, we only require m > n > 3.) By Theorem 7.5,
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the irreducible GL(iS)-module Pgl(S)(A) appears in Af if and only if the following
three conditions are satisfied:

1) A„2+i > 0, |A| m,

2) there exists /x (/xi > • • • > /x„2 > 0) which interlaces A, and

3) the irreducible GL(iSi)-module Pgl(Si)(/x) occurs in C* [Xperm].

But, C *
[Xperm] is the irreducible GL(iSi)-module (Si), since Xperm is a closed

GL(Si)-subvariety of S"(S*). Thus, /x (« > 0 > 0 > ••• > 0). Hence,

Fgl(s)(A) occurs in Af if and only if

A (Ai > A2 > 0 • • • > 0) with Ai > « > A2 and Ai + A2 m.

In particular, Af is not irreducible. This proves the proposition.

8.2 Corollary. m > 2«. TZzen, Z? • p Zs not norraaZ.

Proo/ If Z? • p were normal, by the original form of the Zariski's main theorem (cf.
[M], Chapter III, §9) and Proposition 6.3 (following its notation),

a*: <C[/Tri -> C[(S* x XpemO//C*]

would be an isomorphism. In particular, we would get the Z^-module isomorphism

a*: C^/Tri ^(C[S*]®CHXpen»]f*.

But this contradicts Proposition 8.1.

The following corollary follows similarly.

8.3 Corollary. m > 2«. TZzen, GL(aS) • p Zs not norraaZ.

Proo/ By Definition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, we have the proper, surjective, birational
morphism

0: GL(S) Xji (iTp) -> GL(S) • p.

If GL(iS) • p were normal, both the maps /3 and the composite map /3 o (Id x a) (which
are both proper and birational morphisms)

GL(5) XÄ ((5* X ACpem0//C*) GLOS) x* (Ä • p) -4 GL(5) • p

would induce isomorphisms (via the Zariski's main theorem [H], Chapter III, Corol-
lary 11.4 and its proof)

ß*: C[GL(S) • p] ^>^°(GL(5)/Ä,C[Ä^p])
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and

(0 o (Idxa))*: C[GL(5) • p] -^>if®(GL(5)/Ä,C[5* x XpermC)-

In particular, the canonical map

(Idxa)*: //°(GL(S)/tf,C[7Tp]) tf®(GL(S)/Ä,C[S* x Xpemf)

would be an isomorphism. This contradicts Proposition 8.1. Hence GL(S) • p is not
normal.

8.4 Theorem. m > w > 3. P/zpn, G • p w not narmßZ.

Proa/ Recall from Section 5 the proper and surjective morphism Gx/> (p-p)-*
G • p. It is birational by Corollary 5.4. Consider the projection tt : P -> GL(S),
obtained by identifying GL(S) ~ P/(Gp • GL(*S^)) and let Pp be the parabolic
subgroup of P defined as tt~*(P). Now, dehne the variety

7 P Xp, ((5* X Xperm)//C*),

where Pp acts on (S * x Xperm) //C * via its projection onto P. Consider the morphism

afp : 7 -> P • p GL(iS) • p, [p, x] i-> /? • af(x),

for /? g P andx £ (*S* x Xperm)//C*. Observethat, under the canonical identihca-
tion (induced from the map tt) GL(S) xp ((S* x Xperm)//C*) ~ 7, the map afp is

nothing but the composite map /3 o (Id x af) (cf., the proof of Corollary 8.3). Hence,

afp is a proper, birational morphism. The P-morphism afp of course gives rise to a

proper, birational G-morphism

äp : G xp 7 G xp (P • p).

Finally, dehne the proper, birational, surjective G-morphism as the composite

(5p :=0oäpi G Xp 7 —>* G • p.

If G • p were normal, we would get an isomorphism

a/>*: C[G^p] -* C[G x? 7] ~ ^®(G/P,^®(GL(5)/Ä,C[5* x Xperm]^*)),

where P acts on 7/®(GL(S)/P, C [S* x Xperm]^*) via its projection tt. It is easy to
see that this, in particular, would induce an isomorphism

C*[G^p] ~ f/®(G/P, tf®(GL(S)//i, (C[S*] 0 C^Xperm])^*)). (36)
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Now, by the proof of Proposition 8.1 (this part being valid under the only assumption
m > n > 3), there exist > 0 such that

f/®(G/J>, tf®(GL(S)//i, (C[S*] 0 CipCpemJ)^))

®A=(Ai >A2>0>--->0)gZ)(GL(5')):Ai >«>A2,AI +A2=th ^"(G/P.KqlwW)

- ®A=(Ai>A2>0>->0)6O(G):Ai>«>A2,Ai+A2=m ^g(A), by [Kul], Lemma 8,

where A is obtained from A by adding — /r^ — 1 zeroes in the end to A. In particular,

®(G/P, ®(GL(S)/Ä, (C [5*] 0C' [Xperm])^*)) is not an irreducible G-module.

Finally, C*[G • p] is, by definition, a G-module quotient of the irreducible G-
module ö* — Clearly, C*[G • p] is nonzero and hence

C*[CT"p] ~ S""(£).

This contradicts (36) and hence the theorem is proved.

8.5 Remark. (a) As pointed out by N. Bushek, it is easy to see (by using that 0* is

an isomorphism as in Theorem 5.2, and considering the normalization of G • p) that if
GL(iS) • p is normal, then so is G • p. Thus, using Theorem 8.4, we get that GL(N) • p
is not normal for any m > n > 3 (thereby improving Corollary 8.3).

(b) I thank Bushek for pointing out that the hypothesis m > 2« in Theorem 8.4

in an earlier draft of the paper was unnecessary (with no change in the proof).
(c) Corollary 8.2 holds for any m > n > 3. To prove it for 3 < « < m < 2«, it

is easy to see, from the proof of Proposition 8.1, that dim C * [i? • p] < dim(C [S*] (8)

ClpCpenn])^.
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